Observers indicated the perceived direction of global motion in sequences of noisy Glass patterns containing real motion signals in directions that conflicted with the orientation of signal dipoles in the Glass patterns. Dipole orientation influenced the perceived direction of motion. Observers also judged the apparent speed of sequences of independent noiseless Glass and Glass Line patterns (dipoles replaced by lines). Speed was high and increased with the length of lines in Glass Line patterns but not with dipole separation in Glass patterns. When real motion signals were added to sequences of noisy Glass patterns they exerted an influence on apparent speed that increased with motion signal strength but was independent of pattern signal strength. The results suggest that pattern exerts a global influence on the computation of motion direction and, possibly, on speed.
Introduction
Glass patterning (Glass, 1969) can organize motion, making incoherent motion appear to be coherent. A sequence of independent Glass patterns of the same type appears to move coherently despite the fact that there is no coherence in the motion signals within the sequence (Ross, Badcock, & Hayes, 2000) . Moreover pattern can influence the direction of motion that is coherent: background pattern and Glass patterning within a moving ensemble each can raise thresholds for detecting deviations of globally coherent motion from a fixed direction in space or a fixed spiral pitch (Burr & Ross, 2002) . Ross et al. (2000) noted that a sequence of independent Glass patterns appeared not only to move coherently but to do so at a high speed. They also reported that if real coherent motion signals, congruent with the orientation of pattern dipoles, were added to the sequence its apparent speed moved toward that of the real motion as the number of motion signals increased. What gives a sequence of independent Glass patterns its apparent speed is not obvious, but two possibilities suggest themselves. One is that it comes from the speeds of some subset or all of the randomly directed motions within the sequence (Khuu & Badcock, 2002) . Another is that the size of the separation between the elements paired in the Glass patterns is somehow used by the visual system as an index of speed. The idea behind this possibility is that the length of a streak left by motion, which by hypothesis a pair within a Glass pattern mimics, would be proportional to the speed of motion if streak detectors had a fixed integration time (Peter Tse of Dartmouth, Personal Communication).
Here Glass patterns and a modification of them in which pairs of points are replaced by lines (Glass Line patterns) are used to address two questions: (1) How strongly does oriented pattern influence the perceived direction of global motion? (2) Does the extent of the elements (pair separation in Glass patterns or line length in Glass Line pattern sequences) influence the perceived speed of global motion?
Methods

Equipment and stimuli
Direction experiments
Stimuli were displayed on the screen of an Hitachi Accuvue 4821 monitor at a frame rate of 120 Hz and a resolution of 800 · 600 pixels. Noisy translational (linear) Glass patterns, composed of 200 pairs of white circular dots 5 min in diameter, were displayed at a luminance of 93 cd m À2 over the whole of the monitor screen, which was dark except for a highlighted circular grey disc of luminance 21.5 cd m À2 . At the viewing distance of 70 cm the disc had a diameter of 14.5 deg and the separation of point pairs was 20 min (centre-tocentre), both for Glass signal and for noise points. Each Glass pattern in a sequence of ten was drawn to a separate page on a Cambridge Research Systems VSG2/4 graphics card; all pages were then displayed in sequence. The first pattern in each sequence was produced by randomly positioning the first dot of each pair, then placing its partner 20 min away, either at the signal angle for signal pairs, or at a random angle for noise pairs. Subsequent patterns were made by moving the appropriate proportion of all pairs in the signal direction for motion and replacing the remainder at new random positions, retaining their identity as signal or noise pairs (Fig. 1 ). Motion step size was 20 min (the same as pair separation) and the rate of display of patterns was 12 Hz, giving a dot speed of 4 deg s À1 . In supplementary experiments translational patterns were replaced by spiral patterns and linear motion by spiral motion, displayed within central highlighted disc of 14.5 deg diameter. Pair separation and motion step size remained at 20 min and rate of display at 12 Hz.
Speed experiments
In the first two experiments on speed two types of noiseless pattern were used, rotational Glass patterns, and rotational Glass Line patterns in which the dipoles of conventional Glass patterns were replaced by straight line segments. The number of elements (pair dipoles or lines) making up both types of pattern varied from 50 to 800 and element size (pair separation or line length) also varied from 7 to 30 min for point dipoles and from 7 to 112 min for lines. The luminance of stimulus elements was 93 cd m À2 and the uniform background was at 21.5 cd m À2 , the same as the highlighted disc in the direction experiments.
In the third speed experiment rotational Glass patterns (not Glass Line patterns) with added clockwise motion signals were used. Both pattern signal strength and motion signal strength varied (see Fig. 12 for details).
Procedure
Direction experiments
In the main experiment on the direction of noisy translational Glass patterns motion was at 25, 35, 45, 55 or 65 deg from horizontal motion to the right, and the Glass signal pairs in each condition were oriented parallel to one of the possible directions of motion, giving 25 different conditions. In this experiment 25% of dipoles were moved in the signal direction at each step of the display sequence, and 50% of dipoles were at the signal orientation. These values were altered in other experiments. On the completion of each motion sequence, a protractor appeared on the display screen. Subjects reported the direction of global motion either verbally or by clicking with a mouse.
In the experiment on spiral motion the spiral pitch of pattern and of motion was 25, 35, 45, 55 (Figs. 2-7) . Some dipoles in a Glass pattern (light--50% in this example) are at the pattern signal orientation, the rest (dark) are oriented at random. A proportion of dipoles (both pattern signal and pattern noise--50% in this example) are moved one step in the motion signal direction (arrows), the remainder are moved to random positions. In the text both pattern orientation and motion direction are indicated with a single value (e.g., 25 deg) even though orientation is directionless and strictly should be labelled with two values (e.g., 25-205 deg). The reference value of 0 deg corresponds to the horizontal axis for orientation and to rightward horizontal motion for direction.
Speed experiments
On every trial in the first two experiments subjects were first shown a standard, a sequence of 10 independent rotational Glass Line patterns, each containing 200 lines of length 28 min, and asked to assign its speed a value of 10. They were then shown a test sequence of 10 independent Glass or Glass Line patterns containing 50, 100, 200, 400 or 800 elements (dipoles or lines) and asked to make a magnitude estimate of its speed in proportion to the speed of the standard. Sequences were displayed at 24 Hz and the element size and number for each test sequence was chosen in random order from the available values.
In the third experiment the standard was shown only at the beginning of each block of trials. It was a sequence of ten patterns, each a noiseless Glass patterns (100% signal strength) to which motion signals were added at a strength of 80%.
Experiments on direction
The aim of the experiments on direction was to determine the perceived direction of global motion in Glass pattern sequences containing global motion signals. Glass patterns of two kinds were used, translational and spiral. Subjects judged the perceived direction of Global motion for various combinations signal dipole orientation and true motion direction. The angle of conflict between dipole orientation and motion direction ranged from 0 to 40 deg in the main experiments and from 0 to 80 deg in supplementary experiments.
Results
Fig . 2 shows the judged direction of the motion of noisy translational Glass patterns with 50% of the dipoles set at the pattern signal orientation and 25% of the dipoles (pattern or noise) translating in the motion signal direction on each step of the display sequence. Judged motion angle is plotted against true motion direction for each of five different dipole orientations. To a first approximation the results are linear, with the actual direction of motion and the orientation of the Glass pattern dipoles both having a strong influence on judged motion direction. If the results are grouped by motion direction and replotted against dipole orientation they look similar. Fig. 2 and, separately, over all the five dipole orientations. Averages for motion direction have been plotted against dipole orientation and averages for dipole orientation have been plotted against motion direction. For both subjects the two curves approximately linear, and their slopes differ by less than a factor of two, indicating that true motion direction and dipole orientation both have substantial influence on judged direction of motion.
Other results confirm that within the range of directions and orientations used in this experiment indications of direction from pattern and motion combine linearly at least to a first approximation. When the strengths of both pattern and motion signals are doubled the relative influences of the two on judged direction remain much the same (see Fig. 4 ). When the motion signal is maintained 25%, as in Fig. 3 pattern signal is halved to 25% motion has a much stronger influence than pattern. Conversely, when the motion signal is halved to 12.5% and the pattern signal maintained at 50%, pattern has a stronger influence than motion. Fig. 4 shows the slopes of the regression lines for pattern and motion as the signal strengths of the two vary. Fig. 5 is analogous to Fig. 3 . It condenses results (not reported in full) for spiral rather than translational motion. It shows that pattern and motion exert substantial influence on the apparent path of global motion in spiral space, the apparent pitch of spiral motion. There is an important difference between Figs. 5 and 3. In Fig. 3 pattern signal strength is 50% and motion signal strength is 25%. In Fig. 5 , on the other hand, pattern signal strength is 25% and motion signal strength is 50%, precisely the reverse of the situation in Fig. 3 . Spiral pattern exerts a much stronger influence than translational pattern on the perceived path of global motion.
The greatest difference between dipole orientation and motion direction (the conflict angle) in the results reported in Figs spiral motion, for angular differences between orientation and motion up to about 30 deg. Thereafter it declines and is small, and slightly repulsive for translation, at a conflict angle of 80 deg.
Experiments on speed
The aim of the experiments on speed was to determine the perceived speed of global motion in Glass and Glass Line (see Section 2) pattern sequences. Only rotational (circular) patterns were used. Subjects judged the perceived speed of rotation. In the first series of experiments pattern sequences contained no globally coherent motion signals. In the final experiment real motion signals were added to sequences of rotational Glass patterns at signal strengths up to 80%, with no conflict between motion direction and dipole orientation.
Results
Figs. 8 and 9 show magnitude estimates of apparent speed of rotational patterns of two types, conventional Glass patterns and Glass Line patterns in which the dipoles are replaced by lines. The independent variable in the studies reported in Figs. 8 and 9 is the separation of the dipole pairs or the length of the lines replacing the dipoles. No real motion signal was added to the Glass pattern or the Glass Line sequences.
Above a separation of about 30 min the impression of rotation breaks down for a sequence of Glass patterns (see Ross et al., 2000) . Within the limited range available there is no consistent relationship between pair separation and estimated speed (Fig. 8) . On the other hand the impression of rotation for a sequence of Glass Line patterns remains robust up to a line length of at least 2 deg. Estimated speed of rotation (averaged over five different numbers of lines--see Section 2) increases linearly with line length over a wide range (Fig. 9) . Each subject shows this trend. Their curves have different slopes but all are pinned at a value near 10 for patterns containing lines of a length of 28 min, the same as in the standard.
Density of the pattern has little effect on speed even over a range of greater than a log unit either for pairs or for lines (Fig. 10) . Fig. 11 confirms that the apparent speed of Glass Line sequences is well defined. It shows that a sequence of independent Glass Line patterns may serve as a standard for making highly consistent magnitude estimates of the speed of patterns in real rotational motion at different actual speeds.
The results reported above show that sequences of rotational Glass (and Glass Line) patterns have a definite speed even though they contain no coherent motion signals and the direction of their motion is ambiguous, switching unpredictably from clockwise to anticlockwise. Fig. 12 reports the results of an experiment in which real global motion signals have been added to sequences of rotational Glass patterns. The results reported in Fig. 12 show that pattern and motion combine to determine perceived speed of global motion as well its perceived direction (Figs. 2-7) . In the absence of motion signals the perceived speed of motion is high. Below a motion signal strength of about 10% (the usual threshold for seeing global rotation, e.g., Burr, Morrone, & Vaina, 1998) motion signal strength has no effect on perceived speed. Thereafter, as motion signal strength increases, perceived speed drops progressively toward the perceived speed of a sequence in which 80% of the dipoles move in the motion signal direction. Pattern signal strength makes surprisingly little difference. The perceived direction of motion depends on the ratio of the signal strengths of pattern and motion signals when the two conflict (Fig. 4) . Perceived speed depends only on the strength of the global motion signal (Fig. 12) .
General discussion and conclusions
The results of this study confirm the earlier finding of Ross et al. (2000) that the global motion of a sequence of Glass patterns without any added motion signals is unstable in direction but appears to follow a definite path, indicated by the orientation of the Glass pattern elements, at a speed which can be reliably estimated. They extend this finding to Glass Line patterns, in which dipoles are replaced by lines. They also show that when the sequence of Glass patterns contains coherent motion signals perceived motion is deflected from its true path if it conflicts with the orientation of signal dipoles.
One tempting explanation for the findings on the direction of motion is that the visual system treats the dipoles in Glass patterns and the lines in Glass Line patterns as residues of motion or Ôstreaks' (Geisler, 1999; Geisler, Albrecht, Crane, & Stern, 2001 ) and employs them in the analysis of local direction in the way that Geisler suggested (Burr, 2000) . On this explanation local directions sensed in independent Glass sequences would be compromises between the directions of motion (both random and systematic) in the sequence and the orientations of pattern elements. It would follow that the influence of the Glass patterning on perceived motion direction when true motion signals are present should increase with the relative strength of the pattern signal. The results reported in Fig. 4 show that this is so. However the results in Figs. 3 and 5 also show that the influence of patterning on motion direction is stronger for spiral than for translational motion. It is difficult to find an explanation for this fact at a local level. The greater influence of spiral pattern on spiral motion suggests an influence of the one on the other at a global level. Spiral Glass patterning has generally been found to be detected at lower signal levels than translational patterning and to be integrated over larger areas (Wilson, Wilkinson, & Asaad, 1997)--but see (Dakin & Bex, 2002) .
Two facts suggest that the perceived direction observed in these experiments does not result simply from an averaging of two global motions, one arising from the Glass pattern elements in the sequence of patterns and another from the motion signals introduced into the sequence. The first is that, as mentioned above, the motion seen in a sequence of wholly independent Glass patterns, not linked by coherent motion signals, follows a well defined path, circular for example, but switches direction unpredictably (Ross et al., 2000) . It would be expected that the direction of an average motion would also switch; but no switch in direction was ever observed in these experiments when motion signal strength was above about 15%. The second is that the influence of dipole orientation on apparent motion direction wanes as the conflict angle between it and true motion direction increases above 30 deg (Figs. 6 and 7) . It is also notable that no motion transparency (Braddick & Qian, 2001; Movshon, Adelson, Gizzi, & Newsome, 1985) was ever observed in these experiments, even at large conflict angles, as might be expected if the visual system were combining two global motions (Braddick, Wishart, & Curran, 2002; Qian, Andersen, & Adelson, 1994) .
There is firm evidence that the integration of local motion signals is carried out by neurones with large receptive fields (Duffy & Wurtz, 1991) in the Superior Temporal Sulcus (for a review see Braddick & Qian, 2001) . There is also good evidence for integration of pattern signals by neurones in V4 (Gallant, Braun, & Van Essen, 1993; Gallant, Connor, Rakshit, Lewis, & Van Essen, 1996) . There is thus a possible neural basis for a global influence of pattern on motion, provided there is appropriate communication between V4 and appropriate areas like MT/V5 and MST in the STS. Recent evidence shows the responses individual STS neurones to global motion are influenced by global pattern. Krekelberg et al. (2003) have shown that the direction preferences of a substantial proportion of neurones in STS alter if motion is shown transparently over a static Glass pattern. They also showed that the influence of a Glass pattern on a cell's preferred motion direction was strongest only if the conflict between the normally preferred direction of motion and the orientation of the Glass pattern dipoles was below about 30 deg, in agreement with the psychophysical results of Figs. 6 and 7.
The results on speed pose another set of problems. Why does a sequence of independent Glass patterns or a sequence of wholly independent Glass Line patterns have so definite a speed (Figs. 8-11 ) despite the ambiguity of the direction of the motion? No good answer has been found. How do the random signals in Glass patterns combine with coherent motion signals to give apparent speeds intermediate between those the two would have produced by themselves (Fig. 12) ? It cannot be that two velocity vectors are averaged (Curran & Braddick, 2000; Watamaniuk & Duchon, 1992) , one from the random signals in Glass patterns and the other from the coherent motion. If this were so speed would fluctuate because, as mentioned above, the direction of a sequence of independent Glass patterns reverses from time to time (see Ross et al., 2000) . When the direction of the motion associated with random signals agreed with that of the coherent motion, speed should be high; when the direction was opposed, speed should be slow. No variation in apparent speed is ever observed.
It is also unclear how real motion signals, when they are added to a sequence of Glass patterns, remove ambiguity about the direction of motion and exert such strong control over its speed. Even at a signal strength of 100% the added motion signals constitute only a small fraction of the motion signals available in a sequence of Glass patterns to which they are added (Barlow & Tripathy, 1997; Ross et al., 2000) . Yet when motion signal strength is a little above 10% there is no longer any ambiguity about the direction of motion, as there is in the absence of motion signals, and the effect of motion signals on perceived speed is already evident (see Fig. 12 ).
Another unsolved puzzle is why the apparent speed of a sequence of Glass patterns is not only so definite but so high. Ross et al. (2000) found the rotational speed of rotational Glass patterns to be about 22 deg s À1 at the frame rates they used. Here, with a higher frame rate, it is often at 40 deg s À1 or higher. The motion observed in a sequence of independent random patterns or patterns in which points are paired as in Glass patterns but at random orientations is incoherent and sluggish. Glass patterning, even at signal strengths that are low but above threshold (see Fig. 12 ), causes the motion that is seen to be coherent and fast as if all the motion energy were channeled along a path set by the Glass pattern.
Fourier analysis provides a possible approach to an explanation for the high speed of Glass pattern sequences, at least for translational patterns. Olshausen and Barlow (Personal Communication) have pointed out that the local power spectra of translational Glass patterns and patterns in translational motion are both similarly distorted. Both are anisotropic in the same way, power falling off with frequency most rapidly along one orientation and least rapidly along the orthogonal direction. The anisotropy is caused in the one case by the pairing of elements at one orientation and in the other by motion in one direction. It is possible, Olshausen and Barlow suggest, that the visual system reads the distortion in the power spectra of Glass patterns as a signature of motion, giving static Glass patterns their appearance of Ôfrozen motion' (Kovacs & Julesz, 1992) . By the same token the visual system may interpret a sequence of Glass patterns, each bearing the same signature, as a sequence in motion. If there is no true motion to explain the motion signature (Ômotion blur') the visual system might assume motion fast enough to escape detection by its spatio-temporal mechanisms; that is motion a very high speed.
The apparent speed of Glass Line sequences (Fig. 9 ) increases linearly with line length. This suggests that the lines are interpreted as motion streaks (Geisler, 1999) , since longer streaks would indicate faster motion, assuming a fixed visual integration time. Longer lines may also give the power spectrum a signature of higher motion. There is thus the basis for two (possibly compatible) models for the apparent speeds of Glass Line patterns, but to develop them goes beyond the scope of this paper.
